Supplementary Figure 2, Secondary structure topology of FAM46B and its prokaryotic homologs
Comparison in secondary structure topology for FAM46B, ecPAP (3AQM) and tmCCA (3H39). α-helices are shown as cylinders and β-strands as arrows for three proteins above the sequences. The secondary structure signs are colored and labeled as in Fig 1a and Fig 3b. Regions not resolved in the crystal structure are indicated by dashed lines. The end of the crystallized xtFAM46B, as well as the border of the head domain for ecPAP and tmCCA, are indicated. Important residues that are discussed in the paper are specified by different symbols according to their structural and functional roles. Note the time-dependent progressive decrease of the ATP peak area, indicating that ATP is being consumed. (B) The HPLC data of NTP selectivity assay for FAM46B in the presence of A 15 RNA primer. Only the ATP peak shows sharp shrink, suggesting that FAM46B prefers to consume ATP to extend the A 15 primer.
Supplementary Figure 5, Experimental process and result of A-tailing assay
Schematic drawing showing experimental design and protocol of in vitro A-tailing assay. After normalization, the position-dependent sequence frequency indicates that FAM46B has an AxAA preference for the last 4 bases of the RNA substrate.
Supplementary Figure 6, Transcription of FAM46 genes in early embryogenesis and pluripotent cell lines (A)
Transcriptional dynamics of FAM46 genes during human early embryogenesis and cultured hESCs. RNA expression level was shown as FPKM (fragment per kilobase per million reads). RNA-seq data from public dataset was analyzed (49). (B) Transcriptional dynamics of FAM46 genes during mouse early embryogenesis. RNA-seq data from public dataset was analyzed (50). (C) Transcription of FAM46 genes during neuroectoderm and mesendoderm differentiation from hESCs. Only FAM46B mRNA level shows sharp decrease. FAM46A transcription is slightly increased whereas FAM46C and FAM46D are both undetectable. The RNA-seq data from public dataset was analyzed (51). (D) Schematic drawing showing the design and process of inserting a 5'-3×Flag to the FAM46B locus. The two-step strategy includes (i) integration of PGK-Puro-IS-3×Flag in the 5' flanking region of the start codon, and (ii) excision of the sequence between TTAA by using an excision-only PiggyBac Transposase PBx, leaving behind 3×Flag sequence that is linked to the start codon of FAM46B. LA denotes left recombinant arm; IS, intermediate sequence; RA, right recombinant arm. The PiggyBac insertion site (TTAA) is shown in red and the start codon in pale-blue. Scissor stands for the CRISPR cutting site. (E) Transcriptional dynamics of FAM46 genes during human somatic cell reprogramming into induced pluripotent stem cells. The RNA-seq data from public dataset was analyzed (52). RNA expression level was shown as FPKM.
